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This presentation is focused on how the structure
of the economy impacts on opportunities on the margins,
and what that means for strategy.
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Why is the informal and sme/smme sector so small when
unemployment is so high?
Why is the informal sector so dominated by retail? Where
is small-scale manufacturing? Where are services?
The answers typically focus on these issues:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Skills
Levels of entrepreneurship
Access to credit, capital
Easy of entry, regulatory barriers
For co-ops: additional complexity of collective management

These do matter. But some of the answers also lie in
understanding the impacts of structural inequality on
economic opportunity on the margins









Apartheid industrial policies created large
dominant firms in key industries such as steel,
petroleum, telecoms.
Fedderke: between 1976-1996
◦ Concentration lowered output growth and labour
productivity
◦ Concentration unambiguoussly lowered employment
◦ Concentration a structural impediment to efficiency

Despite some deconcentration, the South African
economy is still highly centralised, capital
intensive and dominated by a small number of
industries
Capital intensive industries exclude SME
participation and make employment creation
expensive.



The focus of policy has been to try to address
this within the core economy:

◦ through the introduction of effective competition policy,
◦ the reduction of protective tariffs where these protect
vested interests;
◦ Sector strategies to support new industries and activities
◦ Attempts to challenge import parity pricing
◦ and a focus on black economic empowerment to break
up the tight hold on racial ownership at the centre.



But these issues matters on the margins also:

◦ The structure of the core economy impacts on even the
most survivalist subsistence activities.









Markets in poor areas are ‘thin’
Poor people buy a limited basket of consumer
goods.
Most of these are (still) mass-produced in the
core economy, at a scale that makes it hard to
compete on price, even taking into account the
cost of distance;
Branded goods (and branded stores) are
everywhere
Advertising impacts on what people buy
Small scale producers have to compete in
relation to price, quality and brand recognition.
It’s very hard. It’s not always possible…..

Poor people can’t rely on subsistence agriculture
•Subsistence agriculture is no fallback for most poor people; whereas in
most developing countries, it functions as a proxy (a) for employment and
(b) for social protection.
•De-agrarianisation of bantustans..
• In the absence of social protection targeted at the unemployed, this leaves unemployed
people in SA UNUSUALLY dependant on goodwill transfers – or social grants targeted at
otherclassic
people. trajectory from surplus agricultural production
The

into markets and from there into agro-processing is highly
constrained: for new entrants
•In SA, a highly-centralised, vertically-integrated agro-processing sector
already exists in relation to every key staple you care to name…
•This market structure affects established farmers also.

For small enterprise, the easiest entry point involves
making and selling products you know your neighbours
need
•But all the manufactured products in the consumption basket of poor
people are already mass produced in SA’s core economy
•Small enterprise can rarely compete on price, brand recognition, or

Maize meal (Iwisa, Ace, White Star)
 bread (Albany, SASKO, Blue Ribbon)
 sugar (Illovo, Tongaat-Hulett)
milk and dairy products (Clover), Dairy Belle)
sunflower oil (Nola, Epic)
 flour (SASKO, Premier Milling)
 tea (Joko, Glen, Five Roses)
 coffee (Ricoffy, Frisco)
 peanut butter (Yum-Yum, Black Cat)
 margarine (Flora, Rama)
 beer (SAB)
 fruit juices (Ceres, Liquifruit, Oros)
 canned goods (Koo, Gold Crest, All Gold)
 rice (Tastic)
 And many more….










Levels of centralisation in agro-processing and in
the retail sector is not just a constraint for new
entrants
Uncompetitive practices threaten the viability of the
established farming sector.
Long term trend in which farm-gate prices have
dropped – even where food prices have continued
to rise

‘The battle lines for
the soul of South
Africa’s dairy industry
have been drawn.
Dairy farmers, their
number down by two
thirds in the last
eight years, are
locked in a struggle
for survival…’
‘Many in the farming community say they are caught in a price vice wielded by the
corporate players that makes dairy farming unsustainable, a contention given
credibility by the fact that…..

2,100 dairy farms are in business today
compared with more than 7,000 just eight
years ago’

Business Day 10 October 2013

‘In the last 10 years the farmers cut has progressed from just over
R2 a litre in 2003 to about R3.60 today.
The processors’ slice has jumped from R3.40 to R6.10
while retailers has rocketed from R4.80 to R10. ‘
Business Day 10 October 2013
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Charging listing fees just to be
on the list of suppliers
Threat of delisting when
suppliers refuse to reduce
prices
Slotting fees: suppliers PAY for
shelf space. (egs of suppliers
even having to stack the
shelves themselves in SA)
Demanding discounts from
suppliers for marketing,
promotions
Demanding retrospective
payments, extra discounts,
after- sales rebates

Return of unsold goods to
supplier at suppliers expense
including for fresh produce
that cannot be resold.
 Late payments to producers
 Below cost selling
 Demanding lower prices than
to other retailers or
demanding sole-supplier
relationships
 Squeezing out third party
brands with retailers own
brands; copy-cat packaging
issues.
(Consumers International, EU
funded report, nd).


Many of these practices have been recorded by
SA’s Competition Commission also

Raising the barriers to
entry
Lead to farm-size
concentration

Declining farm gate
prices

Limit the scope to pay
decent wages and
improve working
conditions
Declining viability of
agriculture = long term
risks for food security

Promoting
mechanisation and
declining employment



Many LED strategies focus on ‘local production for local consumption’:
because of its obvious advantages.




Making products you are familiar with and that you know your neighbours need.

The logic of these strategies actually follows the old ‘core-periphery’
debates:
◦ There’s an ‘import substitution’ logic to setting up local maize mills, local
peanut butter co-ops, etc





These strategies may work in developing countries where no such
sectors exist in the national economy, and where the rural economy can
supply growing (unmet) urban demand for fresh and processed foods.
But in SA
◦ (a) urban areas are already perfectly well supplied from within the established
agricultural and agro-processing sectors and
◦ (b) so (often) are marginalised rural areas!



In addition: the policy options associated with these approaches aren’t
available - there are no tariffs to protect ‘infant industries’ in SA’s
marginal areas, no anti-dumping clauses: our ‘core and periphery’ exist
within one economy……
……..we don’t have two economies!

1.

A focus on retail: moving manufactured goods from the
core to the margins
Hence the dominance of retail in SA’s informal sector

2.

1.

A focus on services: but lack of manufacturing limits
business services = a bias to personal services (with the
exception of taxis).
A focus on higher value and/or higher volume markets:
And a move away from seeing poor consumers as the target market.

Targeting the retail sector: high standards requirements

Volume markets: sugar, beans, maize: requires scale

Higher value niche markets: rooibos tea, mushrooms, snails, goats
milk cheese, organic.
A common feature: a shift to B2B transactions; participation in value
chains








There certainly are opportunities here.
BUT:
Entry into ‘external’ markets means an end to informality.
It means a ‘step-change’ in business sophistication.
As soon as a transaction is no longer face to face - and entails
transacting across ‘distance’ - it requires an enforceable contract to
mitigate the risks of exchange: for both parties (here lie the origins of
contract law).
◦ invoices, delivery notes, receipts, bank accounts, an address a cell phone
number
◦ Without these – formal business can’t ‘recognise’ the transaction: because
neither auditors nor SARS will do so.






In the informal sector, what you see is what you get: but participation
in wider value chains requires greater quality assurance, quality
consistency, compliance with complex standards;
The value-proposition is often unfamiliar.
Increasingly, buyers in VCs require delivery against a set of
specifications and standards; certification.




Access into external markets can create massive increases in volume
requirements – as well as capital requirements and risk
A step-change….
◦ Marula: needed 4,000 women in 42 villages to reach Ceres’ volume
requirements for Marula Mania;
◦ Il Corte Inglese (a Spanish department store) ordered 17,000 beaded
bracelets in a single order to ‘Gone Rural’: it took 200 beaders to
produce; entrepreneur had to mortgage his house to buy the
beads…..
◦ Umgeni beans: sought 8,000 tons of beans from small farmers: could
secure only 17.3 tons.
Entry into wider value chains and markets often needs intermediary
forms of organisation and co-ordination.
Rather than ‘cutting out the middle man’: a need to transform this
function.

What might this be? How might this look?
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Until BSM 6-7:
- Dominated by retail activity
- Returns marginal.
- From BSM 6: increase in B2B transactions, participation in value
chains;
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Targeting higher value markets
= high barriers to entry
It requires a step-change in business sophistication – in our
context of low skills and experience.
It requires levels of formality.
But it offers increased scope for job creation and decent work

The critical issue
for strategy is
the nature of
Local production for local consumption
insertion into
= easy entry points into markets
markets
andand limited
But marginal returns, low employment
multipliers
scope for growth.
value chains
In this sector – no real advantages to formality.

The scope for poor people to self-employ their way out of
poverty: extremely circumscribed.

Targeting higher value markets
= high barriers to entry
It requires a step-change in business sophistication –
in our context of low skills and experience.
It requires levels of formality.
But it offers increased scope for job creation and
decent work

Different points
of insertion =
different
Local production for local consumption
strategies
= easy entry points into markets
But marginal returns, low employment multipliers and
limited scope for growth.
In this sector – no real advantages to formality.












Limited scope for growth: focus on improving
conditions to reduce poverty.
Scope to redefine notions of ‘formality’ to
provide recognition, legitimacy without adding
costs;
Access at transport nodes, pedestrian routes:
urban design
Crowding in creates opportunities
Street traders need clear rules of the game,
Access to storage, water and electricity at payas-you go sites changes scope of opportunities
Access to shelter and ablution facilities
contribute to ‘decent work’;
Reduce risk, mitigate threats: crime, microinsurance












Land dispossession + deagrarianisation
Farm concentration + concentrated agroprocessing sector
Low farm gate prices, low tariff structure
Supermarket dominance
Institutions (storage, finance) biased to big
farm model.
Can we learn from how small producers are
being supported in other parts of the world?

Reduce the power
of dominant firms

•Diversify ownership
•Competition policy
• Regulation: eg Germany, France:
limiting scope for abuse.

Change the
behaviour of
dominant firms
Diversify
ownership and
market access

• Incentives
• Codes of conduct

• Use of consumer power

• Support new players
• Build multiple routes to market
• Strengthen linkages between
producers and consumers
• Support product diversity,
innovation







Shorter value chains
‘Producer to consumer’ movements

◦ Policy and consumer-driven support for local food
markets

Policy and consumer support to localised
production
◦ Including urban agriculture, self-sufficiency






The urban-rural interface as a continuum
Multi-functional farming
Co-ops to create economies of scale
Diversification into artisanal, niche food
products; slow food; premium to organic, local
etc












Entry into value chains: requires greater quality
assurance, quality consistency, compliance with
complex standards;
The value-proposition is often unfamiliar.
This typically requires forms of intermediation
Forms of partnership: between those who understand
the target markets – and those who want to reach them.
Cutting red tape – sure.
But: participation in value chains = no escape from
compliance with private standards, quality requirements
No way out of raising the game of SMEs, to access these
opportunities.

And once there: issues of power and
distribution…

